1988 ford festiva parts

The Ford Festiva is a subcompact car that was marketed by Ford between and Festiva was sold
in Japan , the Americas , and Australia. The name "Festiva" is derived from the Spanish word
for " festive ". It was not related to the similarly sized and named Ford Fiesta , and was not
replaced by the Ford Ka , which is smaller. Designed by Mazda using the DA platform and B
series inline-four engines , the Festiva continued the trend of Fords built and designed by
Mazda for the Asia-Pacific market such as the Laser and Telstar. South Korean first generation
sales began in under the name Kia Pride , assembled by Kia under license. Australasia and
Europe received the first version between and as the " Mazda ". After , Australasian sales
occurred under the "Ford Festiva" name, while European sales continued under the name "Kia
Pride". Kia ended production of the Pride in This ongoing production has been in parallel to the
second generation Festiva introduced in , sold as the Ford Aspire in North America and Kia
Avella in South Korea and other markets. Although these second generations models were
withdrawn in , a third generation was sold between and in Japan as a badge-engineered version
of the Mazda Demio. The first generation Ford Festiva was designed by Mazda in Japan at the
request of parent company Ford. It has a special body kit and a prominent bonnet bulge, and
went on sale on 1 December Mazda began producing the Festiva as the "Mazda " for Australia
and Europe in , but this model was never retailed in Japan. Ford Australia's action was
paralleled in Europe where Kia started exporting three- and five-door hatchback, four-door
sedan, and five-door wagon variants of the Kia Pride in under their own name. In Taiwan , it was
assembled using complete knock-down kits from via the local joint venture Ford Lio Ho. The
edition of Monash University 's Used Car Safety Ratings UCSR , found that the first generation
Festiva provides a "worse than average" two out of five stars level of safety in the event of an
accident , in a comparison to other "light cars". Mazda began selling the as a single three-door
hatchback body variant in to sit below the larger model. The was sold in Australia from March
The 1. Mazda issued an update for the released in October for the Australian market with a new
grille insert, body-hued exterior trim, redesigned instrumentation and interior seats and trim.
The original Pride was only available as a three-door hatchback, while the five-door was added
in June The four-door sedan model, the Pride Beta, arrived in November , and the range was
completed by the three-door van and five-door wagon in February Until the Mazda was replaced
in late , Kia-badged cars were only exported to certain tertiary markets. The Pride was replaced
in by the Rio. The Pride launched in the United Kingdom in June , fitted with both the 1. Fuel
injection appeared on the 1. At this time, the 1. In June , it was relaunched in an entry-level
three-door now called S with the higher-level three- and five-doors known as the SX. Compared
to these versions, the SAIPA features revised rear styling with a longer liftback tail, and different
interior design. K to and New P. K to models, which utilize Renault 5 bodies. The Kia Pride firstly
involved in a joint venture in Zhuhai, Guangdong Province with automobile company
Guangtong Motors, where they were producing cars under a licence. The batch of cars would
firstly be imported into China where parts are brought in later and the company would assemble
the finished product. Chinese production ended in December The second model Ford Festiva
was jointly developed between Kia and Ford, retaining most of the drivetrain of the previous
model with a more rounded body style. This new Festiva was slightly longer, wider, more
aerodynamic, and suspended by MacPherson struts in the front and a torsion beam axle in the
rear. While it was sold in certain markets as a second generation Festiva, Ford renamed it the
"Aspire" in North American markets, where the five-door model was offered for the first time. In
South Korea, the car was badged "Kia Avella". The sedan version was mainly restricted to the
South Korean market, although it was also available with Festiva badging in Taiwan. These
engines were:. Transmission options comprised a five-speed manual transmission , although all
models could be optioned with a four-speed automatic. Australian and U. In , the Festiva
received a new front bumper with an oval grille, reshaped headlamps, and other minor changes.
The Aspire was dropped from the Ford range in the United States after The second generation
Festiva continued to be sold in Australia until when it was replaced by the Ford Ka. Australian
second-generation Festivas have U. These redundant reflectors, coupled with the orange side
indicator repeater which is not required in the U. Kia developed their following model, the Kia
Rio, completely independently, and finished their relationship with Ford. Like the first
generation, the edition of the Used Car Safety Ratings UCSR by Monash University in Australia
found the second series Festiva to provide a "worse than average" two out of five stars safety
protection level in the event of an accident. The Ford Aspire was sold in North America from to
It was the replacement for the Ford Festiva. It was the first car in its class to have dual airbags
standard and antilock brakes optional. It came in two and four door body styles, both
hatchbacks. The two door was available in base and SE trim while the four door was only
available in base trim. The SE model offered a sporting package that consisted of fog lights,
rear spoiler, alloy wheels, blue face instrument cluster with tachometer, and upgraded interior

trim. The Aspire had very few options for the base model: cassette player, automatic
transmission, rear defrost and wiper, alloy wheels, and a comfort and convenience package that
had several minor interior upgrades. Due to slow sales the SE model was dropped after along
with all of its optional equipment. The base model also lost its optional alloy wheels and rear
wiper, making the Aspire a true "stripper" of a car. Power steering was only available with the
five-door automatic. The Aspire was given a facelift in with redesigned front and rear bumpers,
a new radio, and new seat facings. In August , Ford announced the Aspire would be
discontinued due to slow sales. The last one rolled off the assembly line on September 26,
Sales of the Kia Avella totalled , in but dropped to only 27, in The Avella was primarily intended
for export markets carrying Ford badging, as South Korean customers tended to prefer sedans
over hatchbacks. It was sold in a very few export markets with Kia badging, such as Malta. The
Kia Avella was discontinued in although production for some export markets continued until , it
and the Pride first generation Festiva were collectively replaced by the Kia Rio in Optional
equipment included air conditioning , power locks, power mirrors, power windows, folding rear
seats, dimming interior mirror, a tachometer , and aluminum wheels. Five-speed manuals as
well as three- or four-speed automatic transmissions were available. Sales of the second
generation Festiva ended in for the Japanese market, being replaced by generation threeâ€”a
badge engineered Mazda Demio DW. Known as the "Ford Festiva Mini Wagon", the
Japanese-only model range consisted of a single five-door hatchback body style available with
either a 1. Transmission options were a three-speed or four-speed automatic and a five-speed
manual. Production continued until Mazda ceased manufacture of the equivalent Demio in
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ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing
you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product
standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto
enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and
model guide you step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a with these options. If
your vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model.
Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Popular Parts. Control Arms.
Shocks and Struts. Ford is a registered trademark of Ford Motor Company. See all trademarks.
Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced
to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations
every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year Share this:. About 20 recommendations for searching cars of ford festiva parts
are given here. All are useful for all car enthusiasts. The latest update is produced on 09 Nov
Nope, we have responsibility for offering the best sources, sites, stores offering the type of
service. Because our site aggregates from a lot of sources, so it is possible that some incorrect
content about Ford Festiva Parts are browsed. If you see any error on our site, you can contact
us via our email, we are glad to your contribution. Currently, we receive user feedback, input,
and contributions via email. We wholeheartedly appreciate any recommendation of users for
Ford Festiva Parts. Therefore, if you know a site or a source that is helpful for Ford Festiva
Parts, please send it to us via contact Ford Festiva PartsCarsnote. We always welcome the
collaboration requirement from partners. So, let's send us a proposal via email and let us know
what your service is and how helpful it is. We will consider and make it a potential
recommendation for Ford Festiva Parts. If you wish to seek the perfect vehicle, want to get the
most useful advice for your favorite car, we will be a powerful tool to offer what you need in a
moment. Jeff Lavery. It was a complete Mazda parts bin car. All good things come to an end
though, it got hit on a track day and spun into a wall. Visit site. Parts for Ford Festiva for sale
eBay trend Parts for Ford Festiva for sale eBay new Free shipping on many items Browse your
favorite brands affordable prices. Parts for Ford Festiva for sale eBay. Ford festiva Automotive
Parts Bizrate top Ford Festiva Front Brake Rotor. Brand: Pronto. Fits Years: , , , , , , 88, 89, 90,
91, We have quality car parts in stock for your Ford Festiva. We have the largest selection of
Ford Festiva Headlamp Assembly parts at discount prices. Ford Festiva - Wikipedia tip en.
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and B series inline-four Ford Festiva - Classifieds - Claz. Craigslist Search, Craigslist is no
longer supported. Includes: Oil Cooler, Mounting Hardware. All products are engineered and
tested to provide years of trouble free operation. When you are in need of a reliable replacement
part for your Ford Festiva to restore it to 'factory like' performance, turn to CARiD's vast
selection of premium quality products that includes everything you may need for routine
maintenance and major repairs. Find replacement parts and upgrades for your Ford Festiva.
Buy online, or pickup parts at any local Advance Auto Parts store. Get Yours Today! We have
the best products at the right price. You Have Selected. Display Options. Guided Navigation
Display Options. Select the navigation view you prefer when narrowing your search. Vertical
Navigation Horizontal Navigation. Easy to use parts catalog. FORD is not the seller of the parts
offered for sale on this website. Ford Festiva. The Ford Festiva is a subcompact car that was
marketed by Ford between and Festiva was sold in Japan, the Americas, and Australia.. Ford
retailed the Japanese market Festiva via the Autorama dealership network. It has a special body
kit and a prominent bonnet bulge, and went on sale on 1 December Festiva utilized the
front-wheel drive layout, and its mechanicals consisted of rack and pinion steering,
independent front suspension with struts, coil springs and sway bar, and a torsion beam rear
suspension. The Festiva was facelifted in , receiving a redesigned grille insert and tail lamp
lenses.. Latest blogs. Top Brands with Car Discount Nowadays, many cars are offering
discounts, the top ten car makers offering the most significant discount, if you want to buy or

rent a car at a discount, you should take min to refer to brands with car discount. So far in , the
present days are best for buying new vehicles there is still a shortage of specific models trim
levels, or popular colors due to plant closures from the Covid pandemic. Toyota If you need a
cheap, no-frills SUV, you could do worse than buying a run out before the new one comes.
Toyota has lastly added a heap of equipment with even the GX getting autonomous emergency
barking and many other features. If you buy one of these cards, you are eligible for a 2. Mazda
Mazda offers a most generous discount with brand quality the one who was looking for best is
on the soon to be replaced Mazda 3 which is about to be replaced by a pricier and more
upmarket new generation it is much cheap to buy. Mitsubishi The whole Mitsubishi range is on
sale by offering an excellent brand discount. Small wonder it is one of the very few showing
growths at the moment. Hyundai is doing drive away suggests and throwing the reasonable
discount price between dollars and dollars, and it was showing the 10 of thousands of virgin
velocity points. Ford The ford is offering a great discount and ford is on the list of top brand
cars the f has been the most popular truck for decades, and it is the super heavy-duty truck it is
also the best seller in this class. It offers the best discount on the best brand discount. The
brand is also known for impressive features like their starlight headliner, lamb wool floor mats,
and gold plated Spirit of Ecstasy hood ornament, handcrafted wood veneers, privacy suit with
privacy glass, and a cool champagne box. The black badge model has increased power and
features that are unique to these particular models. The current C class is available with
different engine capacities and configurations such as 1. These variants are available with a
discount of up to 6 lacs. Nissan Nissan is gearing up for a big month to offer a discount. This
Car was showing a significant value. It is a great time to buy a new car with a substantial
discount. Honda The Honda is offering a significant discount all are driveaway prices, and all
got a seven-year warranty with no distance limit and full roadside assist for the term thrown in
this the best time to buy a new Honda with a most significant discount. Holden Holden is also
offering a significant discount. It is not a secret that Holden sales are falling at a rate of the knot.
It now considers itself a challenger brand, sitting 10th overall in the market. Shoppers due to
this fall also find the chance to enjoy some open-handed cash incentive on Lexus stock now
that the list of cars is starting to arrive at dealers. Acura Acura offers some impressive loyalty
discounts across most of its lineup. It is an excellent offer and the right time to buy a car with a
discount. However, we are seeing no evidence that the program was extended even though first
responders and health care professionals remain heavily affected by the demand of this corona
virus pandemic. It will bring you and your family an exciting experience, you can take your
friends, your family outdoors, and go to an ideal place to sleep, relax after working hard.
Moreover, camping trips can be the best type of activity for all ages, especially for children to
play free. It will present smart design, adequate capacity, and quality. In the heat and during
rainy journeys, you can optimize this campsite tent for ventilation. The two-door, two-vestibule
structure provides additional headspace. Wildcat Outdoor Gear Lynx The most massive tent is
having an excellent alternative for families with little privacy and space. The tent has two
bedrooms, both wide enough for a double air mattress, which also can be used as a spacious
bedroom that sleeps a family of four very comfortably. Larger families will eliminate all internal
divisions and create a single room tent for eight persons. Big Agnes Scout 2 Platinum It is the
best ultralight backpacking camping tent for one or two persons. Big Agnes Flying Diamond
Camping Tent The six-person Big Agnes Flying Diamond family tent is free and will allow you to
take place in the base camps or camp out of your car during at least three seasons of the
weekend. The stability of a new polar structure has increased, although you can change your
complete tent air ventilation with the door choices mesh or polyester. It is easy to set this
shelter with these characteristics when the day is an adventure, with a color-coded framework
and press-fit poles. Inside is the sleeping room for up to five people, and there is an enormous
living space in two separate bedrooms where you can relax, eat, and store equipment. A
camping adventure can have many magical effects, whether it will help reduce stress, make new
memories, or provide endless fun for your children after having a busy and challenging
schedule. Since childhood, camping was one of the most favorite entertainments. For adults, it
is the best way to bring the whole gang together for a great company. There is a large variety of
holiday activities that are suitable and perfect for families. Car camping is an ideal choice for
those who want to enjoy a safe family trip with lots of fun. It would be best if you had the right
camping facilities and gear and can look forward to an inexpensive family holiday, which will
offer fun, adventure, and, most of all, nature. Besides being fun and entertaining, it also offers a
perfect way to keep the kids working and getting them out in the open air instead of working on
laptops, technological gadgets, or watching television the whole day and more. Be mindful that
your tent will be your home for the duration of your trip, and the campsite you select will affect
all aspects from snafus logistics to comfort while away. Family vacations can be costly, but

comparison shopping will allow you to get the best offers without sacrificing quality and
comfort. Prices for family tents can vary depending on different factors, including the size of the
tent, the manufacturer and the quality, etc. Another prominent feature is to check the quality of
tents. Check online reviews of other people who have bought the same product for details.
These features are listed below; Size of camping tent Space Weight and floor Ease of setup
Resistance to weather Flexibility and reliability Robustness and Strength Types of Camping
Tents Modern camps, backpacks, adventures, and outdoor living are available in different
shapes, lengths, and height. The most famous are the following: Basic ridge tent Dome tent
Geodesic and semi-geodesic Inflatable tents Bell tents Teepees Tunnel tents Best Camping
Tents There are several components to select the correct camping tents, such as sizes, costs,
weight, ease of assembly, and the ideal camping environment, all of which are considerations
that manufacturers consider in the design of tents. Useful Car Accessories that You Actually
Need Everything has useful accessories, but here we are talking about useful car accessories
that you actually need to be aware of any incident. It also guards against heat and sun rays, no
dust, no water, or any external things not affect your cars. The car cover also shows our
personality. Air Freshener: It is also one of the essential car accessories. Keeping the car
mechanically clean inside out and sound requires a lot of effort; it does not matter how clean
your car but it does not smell good; there must be an air freshener in your car it let you drive in
a clean atmosphere. Car freshener is much important thing in the car; if you have a pet in the
car, it keeps your car fresh and atmosphere clean and removes all bad smells that allow the car
to enjoy a good drive; it is also an important car accessory for girls. It is a good idea in an
emergency to replace or repair your tire easily by the side of the road. Some things are as follow
to keep in the car but not much essential: A tire pressure gauge A wheel chock A reflective
jacket A torch A pair of glove A first aid kit An old towel An emergency triangle Comprehensive
Tool Kit: A screwdriver can turn the fastener with x shaped slot the hammer and ax can be used
to loosen stuck bolts a torque wrench helps us for applying a turning force to a nut or bolts the
inflator and pressure gauge it is also an important car accessory if your car has a flat tire, and
you have fixed it, and you still cannot take anywhere on the deflated tire by. Having a tire
inflator and pressure gauge can help you by inflating your cars deflated tire. The tire inflator is
portable and small and is carried along easily. They also have a small, storable compartment for
cables and valves GPS Navigator: GPS stands for a global positioning system; it helps in
positioning while driving is used to find a correct way to go from the starting point to an ending
destination. It is the quickest way to find your destination. It will eliminate the fear of losing it
should offer a variety of information to the driver. It tells you about the nearest restaurant or
rest stop or hotel and many other things it saves driver time and effort. Socket and Screwdriver
Set: In modern cars, sometimes things come loose, whether, from age, vibration, or other
reason, and the simple tightening should solve the problem. It is also helpful if the battery is
loosened. You can clean your car by using a vacuum cleaner. It also offers astonishing cleaning
in every part of the car, so it is necessary to have useful car accessories; it prevents you from
many things. If you are in car problems such as tire puncture and many other problems, these
are the best car accessories of till now. These are using hugely and include important
accessories for girls. Flashlight: If your car has some problem and it stopped, and it is the night
the flashlight helps you repair and find your way in this way, you should do your work with the
help of a flashlight. Car Console Side Pocket: It is also an essential accessory of a car it should
provide you comfort this will help to hold your glasses, wallet, phone keys, or any other thing it
should be a good accessory for saving your thing during driving a car. In this case, you must
take a first aid kit. Economic Tips for Car Lovers When Decorating The Car If your car is getting
too much fuzzy and becoming deteriorating, any stranger raises an eyebrow if your vehicle
passes by them. Or maybe you want to improve some decorating stuff in your car, so it looks
cool. Many things will fulfill your satisfaction for decorating the car; if your budget is tight and
you still want to decorate your car, here are few economic tips that will satisfy your craving for
decorating your vehicle. With the help of these tips, your vehicle will instantly look more
luxurious and impressive. Leather Steering Wheel Cover Decorating a Leather steering wheel
cover is one of the best things you can do. Keeping the budget tight, it would be aesthetic to
decorate your steering wheel cover. Every time you drive your car, it would make you feel super
excited when your hands are wrapped around this. For the steering wheel cover, you do not
need to buy this; you can find a lot of DIY videos that are easy to make and affordable. If you do
not want to make it, then you can find it on Amazon. There are plenty of steering wheel covers,
which are very reasonable. Go for any option which suits you. Upgrading Your Floor Mats
Upgrading your floor mats is one of the best ideas because many times, floor mats of cars get
filthy and dirty, and they need to replace as soon as possible. It would be best for you to
upgrade your floor mats. So no matter how fancy cars you have, if your floor mat is filthy and

dirty, it would be useless to even sit in your vehicle. So it is one of the best economic tips for
decorating your car. Plus, it is significantly less expensive, and it gives a fantastic look to your
vehicle. Get New Windshield Wipers If you live somewhere that gets real weather problems,
then you need to get new windshield wipers. Get a good set of windshield wipers so it would
make your car neat and clean. New windshield wipers are readily available, and the most
fantastic part is that they are less expensive, and it gives a new look to your car after cleaning
your blades with it. Some old cars do not have extra windshield wipers if you want to upgrade
your car so get a new set of wipers. If you have kids, then I know that your car windows are not
clean and look awful. So I suggest you cleaner like Goo Gone for removing stickers and goop.
Then clean your window with a microfiber cloth. Repairing your Shocks and Struts The majority
of manufacturers advise you to change shocks and struts after 80, kilometers, but it depends on
how you drive your car and what purpose you are driving. So these two are the essential parts
of your car. So be careful about shocks and struts. Always check them that they do not become
rusty. Oil changes are significant for your old car. Upgrade your Car Speakers The default
sound system in your old car is maybe old-fashioned, that is why you have to change your
vehicle speakers. By music, you cannot be distracted by sleeping during the drive-in night. You
do not have to buy a speaker at a high price. You buy an average price speaker that gives you
decent sound and improve the beauty of your car. So I suggest you buy some beautiful seat
covers for your car to save your seat and increase beauty. So these are the things that will help
you to decorate your vehicle. Do you sell any vehicle shown on Carsnote. I see some incorrect
content about Ford Festiva Parts on your site. How to inform you about it? I know a site that is
helpful for Ford Festiva Parts, how to share it? Quick search All car reviews All car deals Vans
and commercial vehicles New car awards. Follow Carsnote facebook twitter instagram linkedin.
Like a university college give myself I purchased my Festiva in It had been the very first new-car
I'd actually possessed. It'd 52 kilometers about the odometer after I purchased. I went that small
vehicle to a large number of occasions and back, Co. It experienced 2 graduate college
applications, and two incidents one was an awful t bone which was my problem, that was fixed
via insurance. Ten years were become an issue after by corrosion, and that I changed brake
parts, wheels, mufflers, an alternator along with a gas pump. I went , and that small vehicle for
13 years. Also it didn't expire. It had been murdered with a deer that leaped out before me after I
went 50 mph. I really could have set it. Radiator injury and cover was the degree of the
accidents, but by that point, I believed the corrosion was simply too much along to conserve it.
I'd have created the fixes easily had things you can do once again. Nowadays I would be
operating it. I maintained lumber inside it, big devices dishwasher along with a full-sized office
table. It had been like Dr. Who unit. Close to the finish, I recall determining the fuel useage:
mpg. I have never had another vehicle that did aswell with gasoline. Of course if I properly
remember, the container was like 8 gallons. During its decades, it experienced North-Eastern
winters that were very hard. The leading wheel-drive usually got me through much better than
a-4 x-4 might have. I would purchase a different one in a pulse. And it 'd be kept by me. For Sale.
Real Estate. Post an Ad. Share it or review it. Recent Arrival! Naples Florida Cars. It looks great,
runs, This truck runs and drives Jensen Beach Florida Cars. Nice little ford ranger for sale, you
could use it as a work truck, or just anything. User reviews. Create your own review. Hard to Kill
By Rolamnd , September 7, Designated trademarks and brands are the property of their
respective owners. Stay Connected: Facebook. Bear with me: this is the perfect project car for
the holidays. It will fit almost anywhere, if not literally in the proverbial stocking. This Ford
Festiva is thankfully equipped with a manual transmission and under , original miles. The seller
claims it has been stored in a garage since when it was last registerd. Yes, given how few are
left. These were extremely simple and utilitarian cars, capable of impressive miles per gallon
with either a 1. Mazda had a heavy hand in its design and construction, thanks to the close
relationship between the two companies at the time. The solitary interior shot above makes the
cabin appear quite clean for the age and mileage. The Festiva lived on in multiple forms across
different international markets, including the Mazda and Kia Pride. It will need a new battery and
starter to run, but given its compact size, perhaps Santa can store it in the back of his sleigh for
easy delivery. I love and want it! This is a great find, Jeff! Only logical reason to be parked,
since gas was still really high in A buddy of mine bought one brand new off the lot in It was his
first new car. He went to college in Chicago and around it got towed due to being illegally
parked with several outstanding parking tickets. By the time he came to, he could not find the
car to get it back. Apparently, it got removed to a wrecking yard in his intervening haze and it
was never seen again. He was extremely upset and still talks about the tragic loss to this very
dayâ€¦of his high school yearbooks that were still inside. Thank God for internet photos, which
let us gradually pinpoint what kind of car he believes it was! My parents had one of these at one
stage. It was the 1. It was a comfortable little car that handled quite well right up until the day

that one of their grandsons rolled it! However, being a 1. It was a fun little car to drive though. I
once followed one of these for about thirty miles on I through middle Tennessee. Reason was
that it had been beautifully and skillfully made over into a baby Mercedes, grille, badges and all.
Even the paint and pin striping were perfectly rendered. The guy obviously knew I was scoping
the car out and went along as I changed lanes, passed to look at it in the mirror, of course being
careful. I always thought these were a much better successor to the old Fiesta than either the
Escort or the awful later one we called the UnderAchieva, and I was happy to see someone
make such a great toy out of it. Its right here in my home town of Brooklyn. Changed my mind
and avoided further embarrassment. The company was holding her last two paychecks hostage
until she either exported the car or found someone with the proper customs permission to take
it over. She signed it over to me, got her paychecks and all was good. Had to replace the rear
wheel bearings as these things ate them up for some reason. Saw several 4 door versions as
Kia Prides; too bad we never got that version stateside. Strange to me??? Just saying. As a
side note, these are super easy to hop up. I built one for a customer with a stout na 1. It was a
complete Mazda parts bin car. All good things come to an end though, it got hit on a track day
and spun into a wall. My customer still has the build sheet somewhere. Car was parted out but
the memories live on. Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click here to get it featured
on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email
to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account? Log in. Barn Finds. Jeff
Lavery. More: Ford. Like This? Get Our Daily Email. Comments Scotty Gilbertson Staff. Scotty,
My 83 Civic s needs your motocompo in its hatchâ€¦ever thought about selling it? On and On
Member. Where in Wisconsin are you. Adam T45 Staff. Will Owen Member. David Miraglia. Alan
Michigan Member. Fun Ice Racing cars! Brian M Member. Mark S. Guy Gilmore. Mark Evans.
Longroof Survivor: Pontiac Executive Safari. No Reserve: Chevrolet Corvette. Frequency: Daily.
Get Daily Email Updates:. Signup for our free daily newsletter: Unsubscribe anytime. Enjoying
Barn Finds? Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading: No thanks, maybe later. Free
View Limit Reached! Share this:. Refresh Load. About 0 recommendations for searching cars of
ford festiva parts are given here. All are useful for all car enthusiasts. The latest update is
produced on 09 Nov Nope, we have responsibility for offering the best sources, sites, stores
offering the type of service. Because our site aggregates from a lot of sources, so it is possible
that some incorrect content about Ford Festiva Parts are browsed. If you see any error on our
site, you can contact us via our email, we are glad to your contribution. Currently, we receive
user feedback, input, and contributions via email. We wholeheartedly appreciate any
recommendation of users for Ford Festiva Parts. Therefore, if you know a site or a source that is
helpful for Ford Festiva Parts, please send it to us via contact Ford Festiva PartsCarsnote. We
always welcome the collaboration requirement from partners. So, let's send us a proposal via
email and let us know what your service is and how helpful it is. We will consider and make it a
potential recommendation for Ford Festiva Parts. If you wish to seek the perfect vehicle, want to
get the most useful advice for your favorite car, we will be a powerful tool to offer what you
need in a moment. Ford Festiva. The Ford Festiva is a subcompact car that was marketed by
Ford between and Festiva was sold in Japan, the Americas, and Australia. The name "Festiva"
is derived from the Spanish word for "festive". It was not related to the similarly sized and
named Ford Fiesta, and was not replaced by the Ford Ka, which is smaller.. Festiva was sold in
Japan, the Americas, and Australia.. Ford retailed the Japanese market Festiva via the Autorama
dealership network. It has a special body kit and a prominent bonnet bulge, and went on sale on
1 December Festiva utilized the front-wheel drive layout, and its mechanicals consisted of rack
and pinion steering, independent front suspension with struts, coil springs and sway bar, and a
torsion beam rear suspension. The Festiva was facelifted in , receiving a redesigned grille insert
and tail lamp lenses.. Latest blogs. Top Brands with Car Discount Nowadays, many cars are
offering discounts, the top ten car makers offering the most significant discount, if you want to
buy or rent a car at a discount, you should take min to refer to brands with car discount. So far
in , the present days are best for buying new vehicles there is still a shortage of specific models
trim levels, or popular colors due to plant closures from the Covid pandemic. Toyota If you need
a cheap, no-frills SUV, you could do worse than buying a run out before the new one comes.
Toyota has lastly added a heap of equipment with even the GX getting autonomous emergency
barking and many other features. If you buy one of these cards, you are eligible for a 2. Mazda
Mazda offers a most generous discount with brand quality the one who was looking for best is
on the soon to be replaced Mazda 3 which is about to be replaced by a pricier and more
upmarket new generation it is much cheap to buy. Mitsubishi The whole Mitsubishi range is on
sale by offering an excellent brand discount. Small wonder it is one of the very few showing
growths at the moment. Hyundai is doing drive away suggests and throwing the reasonable
discount price between dollars and dollars, and it was showing the 10 of thousands of virgin

velocity points. Ford The ford is offering a great discount and ford is on the list of top brand
cars the f has been the most popular truck for decades, and it is the super heavy-duty truck it is
also the best seller in this class. It offers the best discount on the best brand discount. The
brand is also known for impressive features like their starlight headliner, lamb wool floor mats,
and gold plated Spirit of Ecstasy hood ornament, handcrafted wood veneers, privacy suit with
privacy glass, and a cool champagne box. The black badge model has increased power and
features that are unique to these particular models. The current C class is available with
different engine capacities and configurations such as 1. These variants are available with a
discount of up to 6 lacs. Nissan Nissan is gearing up for a big month to offer a discount. This
Car was showing a significant value. It is a great time to buy a new car with a substantial
discount. Honda The Honda is offering a significant discount all are driveaway prices, and all
got a seven-year warranty with no distance limit and full roadside assist for the term thrown in
this the best time to buy a new Honda with a most significant discount. Holden Holden is also
offering a significant discount. It is not a secret that Holden sales are falling at a rate of the knot.
It now considers itself a challenger brand, sitting 10th overall in the market. Shoppers due to
this fall also find the chance to enjoy some open-handed cash incentive on Lexus stock now
that the list of cars is starting to arrive at dealers. Acura Acura offers some impressive loyalty
discounts across most of its lineup. It is an excellent offer and the right time to buy a car with a
discount. However, we are seeing no evidence that the program was extended even though first
responders and health care professionals remain heavily affected by the demand of this corona
virus pandemic. It will bring you and your family an exciting experience, you can take your
friends, your family outdoors, and go to an ideal place to sleep, relax after working hard.
Moreover, camping trips can be the best type of activity for all ages, especially for children to
play free. It will present smart design, adequate capacity, and quality. In the heat and during
rainy journeys, you can optimize this campsite tent for ventilation. The two-door, two-vestibule
structure provides additional headspace. Wildcat Outdoor Gear Lynx The most massive tent is
having an excellent alternative for families with little privacy and space. The tent has two
bedrooms, both wide enough for a double air mattress, which also can be used as a spacious
bedroom that sleeps a family of four very comfortably. Larger families will eliminate all internal
divisions and create a single room tent for eight persons. Big Agnes Scout 2 Platinum It is the
best ultralight backpacking camping tent for one or two persons. Big Agnes Flying Diamond
Camping Tent The six-person Big Agnes Flying Diamond family tent is free and will allow you to
take place in the base camps or camp out of your car during at least three seasons of the
weekend. The stability of a new polar structure has increased, although you can change your
complete tent air ventilation with the door choices mesh or polyester. It is easy to set this
shelter with these characteristics when the day is an adventure, with a color-coded framework
and press-fit poles. Inside is the sleeping room for up to five people, and there is an enormous
living space in two separate bedrooms where you can relax, eat, and store equipment. A
camping adventure can have many magical effects, whether it will help reduce stress, make new
memories, or provide endless fun for your children after having a busy and challenging
schedule. Since childhood, camping was one of the most favorite entertainments. For adults, it
is the best way to bring the whole gang together for a great company. There is a large variety of
holiday activities that are suitable and perfect for families. Car camping is an ideal choice for
those who want to enjoy a safe family trip with lots of fun. It would be best if you had the right
camping facilities and gear and can look forward to an inexpensive family holiday, which will
offer fun, adventure, and, most of all, nature. Besides being fun and entertaining, it also offers a
perfect way to keep the kids working and getting them out in the open air instead of working on
laptops, technological gadgets, or watching television the whole day and more. Be mindful that
your tent will be your home for the duration of your trip, and the campsite you select will affect
all aspects from snafus logistics to comfort while away. Family vacations can be costly, but
comparison shopping will allow you to get the best offers without sacrificing quality and
comfort. Prices for family tents can vary depending on different factors, including the size of the
tent, the manufacturer and the quality, etc. Another prominent feature is to check the quality of
tents. Check online reviews of other people who have bought the same product for details.
These features are listed below; Size of camping tent Space Weight and floor Ease of setup
Resistance to weather Flexibility and reliability Robustness and Strength Types of Camping
Tents Modern camps, backpacks, adventures, and outdoor living are available in different
shapes, lengths, and height. The most famous are the following: Basic ridge tent Dome tent
Geodesic and semi-geodesic Inflatable tents Bell tents Teepees Tunnel tents Best Camping
Tents There are several components to select the correct camping tents, such as sizes, costs,
weight, ease of assembly, and the ideal camping environment, all of which are considerations
that manufacturers consider in the design of tents. Useful Car Accessories that You Actually

Need Everything has useful accessories, but here we are talking about useful car accessories
that you actually need to be aware of any incident. It also guards against heat and sun rays, no
dust, no water, or any external things not affect your cars. The car cover also shows our
personality. Air Freshener: It is also one of the essential car accessories. Keeping the car
mechanically clean inside out and sound requires a lot of effort; it does not matter how clean
your car but it does not smell good; there must be an air freshener in your car it let you drive in
a clean atmosphere. Car freshener is much important thing in the car; if you have a pet in the
car, it keeps your car fresh and atmosphere clean and removes all bad smells that allow the car
to enjoy a good drive; it is also an important car accessory for girls. It is a good idea in an
emergency to replace or repair your tire easily by the side of the road. Some things are as follow
to keep in the car but not much essential: A tire pressure gauge A wheel chock A reflective
jacket A torch A pair of glove A first aid kit An old towel An emergency triangle Comprehensive
Tool Kit: A screwdriver can turn the fastener with x shaped slot the hammer and ax can be used
to loosen stuck bolts a torque wrench helps us for applying a turning force to a nut or bolts the
inflator and pressure gauge it is also an important car accessory if your car has a flat tire, and
you have fixed it, and you still cannot take anywhere on the deflated tire by. Having a tire
inflator and pressure gauge can help you by inflating your cars deflated tire. The tire inflator is
portable and small and is carried along easily. They also have a small, storable compartment for
cables and valves GPS Navigator: GPS stands for a global positioning system; it helps in
positioning while driving is used to find a correct way to go from the starting point to an ending
destination. It is the quickest way to find your destination. It will eliminate the fear of losing it
should offer a variety of information to the driver. It tells you about the nearest restaurant or
rest stop or hotel and many other things it saves driver time and effort. Socket and Screwdriver
Set: In modern cars, sometimes things come loose, whether, from age, vibration, or other
reason, and the simple tightening should solve the problem. It is also helpful if the battery is
loosened. You can clean your car by using a vacuum cleaner. It also offers astonishing cleaning
in every part of the car, so it is necessary to have useful car accessories; it prevents you from
many things. If you are in car problems such as tire puncture and many other problems, these
are the best car accessories of till now. These are using hugely and include important
accessories for girls. Flashlight: If your car has some problem and it stopped, and it is the night
the flashlight helps you repair and find your way in this way, you should do your work with the
help of a flashlight. Car Console Side Pocket: It is also an essential accessory of a car it should
provide you comfort this will help to hold your glasses, wallet, phone keys, or any other thing it
should be a good accessory for saving your thing during driving a car. In this case, you must
take a first aid kit. Economic Tips for Car Lovers When Decorating The Car If your car is getting
too much fuzzy and becoming deteriorating, any stranger raises an eyebrow if your vehicle
passes by them. Or maybe you want to improve some decorating stuff in your car, so it looks
cool. Many things will fulfill your satisfaction for decorating the car; if your budget is tight and
you still want to decorate your car, here are few economic tips that will satisfy your craving for
decorating your vehicle. With the help of these tips, your vehicle will instantly look more
luxurious and impressive. Leather Steering Wheel Cover Decorating a Leather steering wheel
cover is one of the best things you can do. Keeping the budget tight, it would be aesthetic to
decorate your steering wheel cover. Every time you drive your car, it would make you feel super
excited when your hands are wrapped around this. For the steering wheel cover, you do not
need to buy this; you can find a lot of DIY videos that are easy to make and affordable. If you do
not want to make it, then you can find it on Amazon. There are plenty of steering wheel covers,
which are very reasonable. Go for any option which suits you. Upgrading Your Floor Mats
Upgrading your floor mats is one of the best ideas because many times, floor mats of cars get
filthy and dirty, and they need to replace as soon as possible. It would be best for you to
upgrade your floor mats. So no matter how fancy cars you have, if your floor mat is filthy and
dirty, it would be useless to even sit in your vehicle. So it is one of the best economic tips for
decorating your car. Plus, it is significantly less expensive, and it gives a fantastic look to your
vehicle. Get New Windshield Wipers If you live somewhere that gets real weather problems,
then you need to get new windshield wipers. Get a good set of windshield wipers so it would
make your car neat and clean. New windshield wipers are readily available, and the most
fantastic part is that they are less expensive, and it gives a new look to your car after cleaning
your blades with it. Some old cars do not have extra windshield wipers if you want to upgrade
your car so get a new set of wipers. If you have kids, then I know that your car windows are not
clean and look awful. So I suggest you cleaner like Goo Gone for removing stickers and goop.
Then clean your window with a microfiber cloth. Repairing your Shocks and Struts The majority
of manufacturers advise you to change shocks and struts after 80, kilometers, but it depends on
how you drive your car and what purpose you are driving. So these two are the essential parts

of your car. So be careful about shocks and struts. Always check them that they do not become
rusty. Oil changes are significant for your old car. Upgrade your Car Speakers The default
sound system in your old car is maybe old-fashioned, that is why you have to change your
vehicle speakers. By music, you cannot be distracted by sleeping during the drive-in night. You
do not have to buy a speaker at a high price. You buy an average price speaker that gives you
decent sound and improve the beauty of your car. So I suggest you buy some beautiful seat
covers for your car to save your seat and increase beauty. So these are the things that will help
you to decorate your vehicle. Do you sell any vehicle shown on Carsnote. I see some incorrect
content about Ford Festiva Parts on your site. How to inform you about it? I know a site that is
helpful for Ford Festiva Parts, how to share it? Quick search All car reviews All car deals Vans
and commercial vehicles New car awards. Follow Carsnote facebook twitter instagram linkedin.
Showing 1 - 10 of 1, Products. I have a Ford Festiva L, Carbeurated Manual 4 Speed It has a
rough idle, I guess the best way to describe it is: It idles inconsistently revving lower then
higher, also runs rough when engine is cold for the first few minutes of driving Check engine
light turns on usually when engine is fully warmed up at high rev on the freeway I have the
engine codes: Vacuum switch and Feedback system I have replaced all general tune-up items:
spark plugs, cap, rotor, fuel filter I have also replaced the O2 Sensor Wondering if anyone
knows what is wrong with it? Well i dont know about fords but it sounds like you definetly have
a vacuum leak and that code for the vacuum switch definitely backs that up so i would be
looking or listening for any vacuum leaks if you cant track it down take some carb cleaner and
spray around the carb and intake and if it changes the idle worse thats where your leak is. Ford
ended that after You have TBI. I think you need to look for vac leaks too. Get some vac line in
various sizes from the parts house in bulk for cheap. Change all of them them. Don't matter
what they look like. Last time I trusted old rubber I got 18 years of child support. Thats
something new to me. Thought they got rid of that after Haven't seem many of this vintage
though in my neck of the woods. Salt killed them way too easy and they got scrapped. I wonder
how the Festivas do traversing up and down the mountains? Had a three cylinder Geo few years
back that the customer complaint was the engine lack power going up some of the hills around
here. I couldn't duplicate the issue, so the customer and his wife came to get the car. They must
have had a combined weight of pounds. Of course I kept my mouth shut. Actually I wouldn't
mind havin a 3 cylinder Geo Metro now with gas pricing going back up. Well, at least they had
good traction. Up here we throw a couple hundred pounds of sandbags in the trunk for
wintertime. Keeps the back wheels from locking up as easily during braking. RWD helps not
spin out so much. If you get on an ice patch you can break open the bag and throw sand on the
ice to get traction. But the only time you drive over ice is when someone spills their drink on the
road. My driveway is a skating rink. I replaced the thermostat on this ford festiva and everything
seems fine until you try to get on the freeway and it doesnt want to go over 45 mph but when
you let up on the gas pedal a lil bit it will gradually get up to speed and it wasnt like that befor i
changed the thermostat and its getting worse. How many miles on this? Check engine light on?
When it doesn't want to go any faster is the engine bucking, backfiring, or surging? Show Side
Navigation. Best Price: 6. Suggested Purchase Quantity: 2. Additional Fitment Information:.
Best Price: 4. Each kit services one injector and includes hard to find or previously dealer-only
components. Suggested Purchase Quantity: 4. Best Price: Universal Catalytic Converter - 2.
Best Price: 3. Latest Car Advice. Response From speed. Response From Hammer Time.
Response From nickwarner. Response From Discretesignals. Especially with the poster in
Dearborn, they use salt too last I checked. We do that down here too except we put golf bags in
the trunk. Showing 2 out of 2 Posts. For more information go to Broken shocks or bad struts
would naturally lead to the vehicle's excessive bouncing and swaying. Other symptoms include
loose and unstable steering when driving over a bump. Aside from leaning and swaying when
turning, thumping over bumps and rear end squatting are other signs to watch out for. There
are several things that need to be checked. This includes leaking oil from suspension parts and
pitted piston rods. Also find out if the brakes are already worn out severely or if you have
cracked mounting bushings. Is it safe to use such a thing as an air-con gas top-up kit? I found
one at a nearby auto parts shop. While the top-up air-con gas kit is easy to use and has the
tools you'll need, when re-gassing the air-con of your vehicle, you have to make sure that the
system is free from moisture and contaminants. The pipes and other air-con components
should be serviced properly to keep them clean. This requires experience and technical
know-how. If you don't know how to do the air-con cleaning prior to re-gassing the system, then
you may have to go to an air-con specialist or auto service facility to have this done. Be sure to
use the right type of refrigerant and the right amount of gas for the vehicle's air-conditioning
requirements. My Ford seems to be using up more oil than normal, so I checked the coolant
level and the fluid itself. I'm quite surprised that the coolant looks like root beer. It's brownish

and foamy. I tried to look for a possible leak or spot a smoke from the exhaust but can't find
one. What seems to be the problem here? If you have foamy, brownish coolant and the engine
is consuming more oil than usual, you'll have to check for a blown head gasket, a cracked
cylinder head, or a leak along the oil lines. Oil may have entered the cooling system and have
unexpectedly mixed with coolant. This should be fixed to avoid more serious problems. The
faulty component must be replaced. In case of a cracked cylinder head, replacement may be a
better option than head repair. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve
quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts.
Select your vehicle. Select Your Vehicle Part. Ford Festiva Alternator. Ford Festiva Axle
Assembly. Ford Festiva Axle Shaft. Ford Festiva Battery Cable. Ford Festiva Blower Motor. Ford
Festiva Brake Booster. Ford Festiva Brake Caliper. Ford Festiva Brake Caliper Bracket. Ford
Festiva Brake Disc. Ford Festiva Brake Drum. Ford Festiva Brake Master Cylinder. Ford Festiva
Brake Pad Set. Ford Festiva Brake Shoe Set. Ford Festiva Catalytic Converter. Ford Festiva
Control Arm. Ford Festiva Distributor. Ford Festiva Engine Control Module. Ford Festiva
Exhaust Pipe. Ford Festiva Floor Mats. Ford Festiva Fuel Pump. Ford Festiva Fuel Tank. Ford
Festiva Gas Cap. Ford Festiva Head Gasket Set. Ford Festiva Ignition Coil. Ford Festiva Muffler.
Ford Festiva Oxygen Sensor. Ford Festiva Power Steering Hose. Ford Festiva Serpentine Belt.
Ford Festiva Spark Plug. Ford Festiva Spark Plug Wire. Ford Festiva Starter. Ford Festiva Tie
Rod End. Ford Festiva Timing Belt Kit. Ford Festiva Water Pump. Ford Festiva Window Motor.
Ford Festiva Window Switch. Ford Festiva Wiper Blade. Ford Festiva Wiper Motor. Refine by:.
See All. Shop Ford Festiva Parts. Showing 1 - 15 of results.
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Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart.
Product Details Notes : V-belt; Grooved; 0. Part Number: RM Part Number: RF Part Number: RB
Page 1 of Showing 1 - 15 of results. Ford Festiva Customer Reviews. Feb 15, Good product.
Works great. Andrew Deeks. Purchased on Feb 07, Jun 13, Excellent excellent. Excellent
excellent works really good I like it I will eBay buying some other things from you but not at this
moment. Joel Aranda. Purchased on May 29, May 07, Great product. I love them I'll be installing
them this weekend. Marlin Bontrager. Purchased on Apr 22, Ford Festiva Guides. FAQsâ€”Ford
Festiva. Helpful Automotive Resources. This time around, Ford Motor Company is moving to
recall three million vehicles across its Ford, Mercury, and Lincoln brands due to problematic
inflators. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

